Abstract: Radiotherapy is using of ionizing radiation in the treatment of cancer. The aim of radiotherapy is to annihilate the tumor tissue while minimizing damage to the normal surrounding tissues. We can do that by using shielding like custom blocks and MLCs. Uses the MLCs now in all the sites, but does not use blocks except in the necessity of it, as there are different types of MLCs in thickness (1 cm and 0.5 cm, and finally 0.3 cm). The MLCs are not limited to the use of three-dimensional planning only, but also using in the most modern techniques like IMRT and IGRT. When shaping the radiotherapy treatment field size of the tumor, there are some concepts must be included in the accounts, such as the concept of penumbra and radiotherapy field size and the impact of change that field size on the dose distribution within the tumor and dose receiving by OARs. When the field size is shaped where the MLCs ends are attached with tumor (the MLCs margin = 0.0 cm) the penumbra effects on the tumor cover percentage, so the distance between tumor and MLCs ends (MLC margins) must be existing to overcome the penumbra effects. To determine the most adequate MLC margins which achieve the tumor dose coverage a many plans with difference MLC margins were compared from 0.0 cm to 1.2 cm the comparison included the tumor coverage percentage and the received dose to OARs and if it under tolerance or not. After that we can selection the best MLC margins to work out in most famous techniques for pancreas cases.
I. Introduction
Radiotherapy is one of the three principal modalities used in the treatment of malignant disease (cancer), the aim of radiotherapy is to kill cancer cells by deliver as much dose as possible to the target while minimizing the dose to surrounding healthy tissues by radiotherapy machines like linear accelerator which exits the radiation as certain area called field size determined by collimator jaws. These fields must take the shape of the tumor as much as possible; there are many ways to do that ether using custom blocks or using MLCs.
The using of MLCs has many advantages and become the most common in modern devises. When the MLCs is used to shape field size around tumor we must take the penumbra in our accounts and then we should chose adequate MLC margin (the distance between tumor and MLCs end). As the MLCs margin increase as the field size increase, so our study like study of effects of increasing field size on dose distribution within tumor, and all parameters which are affected by field size and contribute in dose distribution. The study is divided into two main parts. The first part includes the study of beam behavior with PDD, dose profile and penumbra for difference regular field size (with only by collimator jaws) with large increasing in field size, and then apply it to difference irregular field size (with MLCs) with small increasing in field size (the increasing rate is 0.1 cm). The second part includes the study of effects of increasing field size on tumor and OARs for irregular fields using MLCs in shaping for pancreas cancer cases. There are many technique are used in pancreas cancer treatment, the most common three techniques were used in our study and the data of all were recorded. For all plans, the comparison held, and the best margins were chosen.
II. Material and methods
Materials: 10 patients during the period September 2012 to October 2013, Linear Accelerator DMX (Varian with photon energies 6 and 15 MV), Multi leaves Collimator (MLCs), Detectors (0.6 cc waterproof Farmer and semi -flex ionization chamber), water phantom (PTW -MP3-M water tank), dosimetry system with software (MEPHYSTO mc²), TANDEM Dual Channel Electrometer, Treatment planning System (Eclipse). Method: two parts were done; the first part was measurements of PDD & DP for regular and irregular fields and studies the effects of field size increasing on D max , PDD, penumbra and opening collimator factor for dual energy 6 & 15 MV. The second part was 10 patients during the period September 2012 to October 2013; the cases were delineated carefully by doctors and the prescribed treatment dose was determined, then the three different treatment techniques plan were worked by the medical physicist and these plans were repeated with the only difference in MLC margin, the MLC margin started from 0.0 Cm to 1.2 Cm, that is mean 39 plans were done for every patient. The percentage of dose that cover 95% of PTV volume and the mean dose for parallel OAR and point dose for serial OAR were taken and written in tables, three PTV cover curves in the dose percentage & MLC margins relationship were plotted for every patient.
III. Results
The results were taken into two parts: Part 1 physical parameter: Irregular field sizes were shaped by MLC.
Measurements of beam profile for circular field size with radius 5.67 Cm (equivalent field size to 10 x 10 cm 2 ) as example, with different beam energies (6MV and 15 MV X-rays) as show in Fig. 1 . We note that the beam behavior for regular field size with relatively large increasing is the same for irregular circular field size with small increasing in field area "penumbra is sharper for higher energy and it is greater for high energy". The ratio of the penumbra to the central portion increases, and may lead to complete loss of the central flat section. Table 4 : penumbra, flatness and symmetry for radial and transverse profile measured for 6 and 15 MV energy.
MLC margin

Measuring beam profile curves
Determination of the Opening Collimator Factor (OCF)
The ratio between the maximal absorbed dose and the absorbed dose in the reference depth at depth 10 cm were calculated, and then we make varied the field size. Theses curves are normalized to cyclic field size equivalent to 10cm x 10cm field size. The OFC increases with the field size. So, the dose in the measured point increases with the field size. This increasing is more important for higher photon beam energy and for dose distribution. 
Part 2 Optimization of Conformal Radiotherapy for pancreas cancer patients:-
To illustrate the impact of expansion MLCs margin around the target in conformal 3D treatment planning real patient situations. 13 different plans were generated for 10 patients using the same arrangements and the only different is the MLC settings. A dose of 5040 cGy in 28 fractions was prescribed and normalized to 100% at the mean of target defined. The result unloaded in the following tables. The case No. 1 A middle age woman (42 y.) with pancreas cancer, 
The case No. 4
A man (56 y.) with pancreas cancer, Table 9 : a table illustrates all OAR value and PTV volume percentage cover for three different techniques with MLC difference margin start from (0.0 cm to 1.2 cm). 
PTV is not cover
The following table contains the averages for each margin for all of three techniques compound for PTV. 
IV. Conclusions
As field size increase as the dose of target point's increase and the dose distribution become better for tumor but OAR become worst. This fact is true for regular field size which shaped by collimator jaws only (square and rectangular) and true for irregular field size which shaped by custom block or MLCs (circular and irregular) too.
The plans with MLCs margin from 0.0 cm to 0.4cm are not accepted because the 95% of dose doesn't cover 95% of tumor volume and this may lead to the occurrence of recurrence. The plans with MLCs margin 0.5 cm, 0.6 cm and 0.7 cm are the best plans because the 95% of dose cover more than 95% of tumor volume and OAR still under tolerance. Although, the 95% of dose cover more than 95% of tumor volume, the plans with MLCs margin more than 0.7 cm are not accepted because the OAR received unjustified and unnecessary dose and more than tolerance for sometimes. 
